The traditional methodology used for displacement measurements in civil engineering load tests requires a considerable amount of equipment and a very complex installation procedure. In this paper, the authors used real images taken during a load test in order to measure by image processing techniques the displacement observed on the beam under stress. The main advantage of digital image processing is the calculation of the whole displacement field without physical contact, using a simple low cost camera. This way, a complete displacement map is obtained resulting on a more complete and more accurate analysis than on the traditional approach where only a few displacement points are measured. Two photo sequences were taken during the load tests on a concrete beam and on a Plexiglass bar. The images were subjected to three different algorithms: simple and efficient search (SES), adaptive rood pattern search (ARPS) and the rood pattern particle swarm optimization (RP-PSO). The data obtained from these algorithms was compared with the data from LVDT sensors. As we show, the image processing measurements have an accuracy at least equivalent to the LVDT sensors but with much less equipment and setup requirements.
Introduction
Concrete structures are used all over the world. These structures have normally a long life but it is necessary to study how materials change over time, the importance of the reinforcement materials and the aging of the material submitting it to cyclic stress tests. Civil engineering laboratory experiments traditionally use electrical gauges to measure beams displacements. However, these sensors require a complex setup and calibration procedure with risks for their integrity when the beams break.
Due to their cost and installation difficulties, only a limited number of points are usually measured limiting the analysis to local displacements.
Since the early 1980's, several works on digital image correlation techniques have been under development to obtain an accurate knowledge of the displacement field [1] [2] [3] . Using a simple consumer level camera and a computer it is possible to take photos during and after the loading of the concrete beams at regular time intervals that document the bending of the structure. After collecting the time series images we can detect the displacements between consecutive images using a mathematical correlation algorithm and extract the information about the material under study. Using this methodology the number of measurement points can be decided after the tests without repeating them. If the image processing algorithm is fast enough, it is also possible to achieve real-time analysis with data extracted during the experiment.
The beam deflection over the image time series is measured following small areas containing random patterns called blocks. Block motion algorithms divide an image in small blocks and follow the blocks under study along the image series matching each block on consecutive images. The capability of the block matching algorithms to correctly identify each block on the next image of the series greatly depends on its pattern. The singularity of each block on its neighbourhoods is an important factor for reducing the block tracking error.
The usefulness of the natural pattern depends on the material it is made of. However, it is possible to create an adequate pattern applying randomly speckled black ink over a white background layer. The size and density of the speckle, the camera resolution and the interval between photos are determinant factors of the resulting accuracy.
When displacement fields are measured using physical sensors, the number of measured points is an issue because the increase in the hardware, the time to get the setup ready and the correspondent cost. However, using image analysis techniques we can have a high density of measured points without a significant increase on the price and complexity of the system. As an example, a trivial image of 512 by 512 pixels can be used to obtain a continuous information field with more than 100 analysis points.
In [4, 5] the results of the traditional approach were compared with the results obtained from digital image processing techniques. The simple and efficient search (SES) and adaptive rood pattern search (ARPS) algorithms were used in these studies to compare the results from the image processing algorithms with the obtained from physical sensors.
In this paper three different image processing algorithms are compared in terms of accuracy and computation time using real images captured during two different laboratory essays. For this study we used real images of laboratory tests because, due to the materials composition, there are non-uniform deformations that must be correctly analysed by the image processing algorithms. Some authors use a virtual sequence of images obtained by interpolation [6, 7] ignoring some particularities of real applications.
Review of related work
Carolin et al. [8] presented a non-touching strain measurement method that covers a pre-defined area. In this study, a speckle pattern correlation was used and a photo was taken every 30kN until rupture. The picture was divided into sub-pictures of 128x128 pixels and then a threshold was applied. In each of the blocks the centre of gravity was calculated. With this methodology and based on the speckle correlation they could discover the same sub-picture in the second loading condition. They found their method was very dependent on the resolution of the camera, the area studied and also the pattern.
The instructions described in the above paper were followed for our initial laboratory tests. We also found that edge techniques are very dependent on light conditions. Although the results obtained were acceptable, we had to adapt the level of threshold several times for our photos making this a less efficient system.
Almeida et al. in [4] presented their results obtained with a monitored reinforced concrete beam. They took photos every 30s and compared the results from the image processing with the results from the sensor. Instead of black and white image techniques they applied a block motion algorithm. Also in [5] they compared the results from image processing analysis and the adaptive rood pattern algorithm.
Kurtz et al. [9] used digital image correlation (DIC) in order to obtain information from a load test. Before loading, a random black and white speckle pattern was painted on the surface of the specimen and an unloaded image was taken. At each load stage additional images were acquired. The images were divided into sub images of grey level data. Each sub image was then compared with the next image using the cross-correlation error function. This process was repeated for all sub images in the area of interest, resulting in a full-field map of the surface displacements. They used two different groups of beams, one for the DIC tests and another for the strain-gauged tests. The obtained results are compared with the analytical models.
One of the first issues related to DIC is to choose the best characterization of the speckle pattern and for that particular speckle pattern to decide what is the subset size to be used. In [7, 10] it is possible to see the influence of the speckle size on displacement accuracy. The authors found that the larger the subset, the more accurate the measured displacements are and where a small subset is used, the most precise result is obtained with the smallest speckles.
Another paper related to block size issue is [11] . Here they apply the digital image correlation to polymeric materials using the same method related in [6] . In this paper they compared the results obtained from digital image correlation and the results from the sensors.
Block motion algorithms
Digital image correlation examines consecutive images and detects the displacements of the objects present on the images based on a mathematical algorithm. The technique presented in this paper is based on block motion pattern se n search alg [13] . In our cks on the im the most 5 ps of the al of selecting drant it is ne and C. Th 
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point found in the current step will be the starting search centre for the next iteration. The algorithm repeats itself until the MME coincides with the centre of the rood pattern.
Rood Pattern -Particle Swarm optimization (RP-PSO)
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population based stochastic optimization algorithm designed and proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart [14] . This adaptive algorithm is based on the simulation of the social behaviour of a group of ants, flocking birds or schooling fish. PSO is a simple algorithm that is effective for optimizing a wide range of functions using basic mathematical operators computationally inexpensive in terms of memory and speed.
In the PSO algorithm a particle is represented in a multidimensional search space The i th particle is represented as X I = (x i1 ,x i2 , … , x id ). The algorithm records the best previous position of any particle, P I = (p i1 ,p i2 , … , p id ) that is achieved by the best fitness value function. The index of the best particle among all the particles in the population is represented by the symbol g. The rate of the position change (velocity) for particle i is represented as V I = (v i1 ,v i2 , … , v id ).
The position of a particle is influenced by the best position it visited and the position of the best particle in its neighbourhood. The most common neighbourhood topologies are star and ring topologies. The choice of neighbourhood topology has a profound effect on the propagation of the best solution found by the swarm [15] .
A new version of PSO was proposed in [16] by adding a new inertia weight into the original algorithm designed by [14] . Also, the PSO algorithm has been used for solving the block matching problem by [17] [18] and [19] .
Bakward et al [17] used the PSO for motion estimation in a video sequence. They claimed that their method saves computational time by up to 94%. In that paper they also compared their method with SES and ARPS among other block motion algorithms. Also related to a video sequence, Ranganadham et al. [18] proposed a methodology based on PSO algorithm to calculate the bidirectional motion. These two papers inspired us to combined them and present a variation with PSO and ARPS algorithms.
Generally, in block matching algorithms, a swarm is divided into overlapping neighbourhoods of particles. For each neighbourhood the best particle is determined using the minimum cost function. This particle is referred to as the neighbourhood best particle, lbest. In parallel particle swarm optimization [20] , lbest is updated based on the fitness function value of all swarms, while in serial PSO it is updated from the fitness function value of individual swarms.
The particles evaluation is done according to the following equations: (6) and (7) 
Experimental Results
Several load tests have and are being carried out in partnership with researchers from the Civil engineering Department of the Universidade Nova de Lisboa (UNL). The data obtained with a concrete beam and a Plexiglass bar was used in this paper. In this section the results of our experimental tests are presented.
Algorithmic Parameters
In all algorithms the MAD function was used as the fitness function. Only the information of the intensity of the pixel was used as a feature. Block sizes of 32x32, 64x64, 128x128 and 256x256 were used in the tests.
In the SES and ARPS algorithms the value 15 was used for the search parameter p. In the RP-PSO algorithm two iterations were done and the maximum velocity vector allowed was 15, C1 was 2 and the inertia weight W was 0.3. The image acquisition conditions are shown in Table 1 The beam was prepared with an underlying layer of white matt ink on top of which a superimposed random speckle pattern was manually applied using a large brush with black matt ink. The random speckle pattern in the Plexiglass was manually sprayed with black matt ink.
The deflection measurement was supported by standard 100 mm linear voltage displacement transducer sensors (LVDT) placed along the longitudinal direction of the beam. The data from the LVDT sensor at the mid-span was used for the comparison with the data obtained from the image analysis. In order to obtain a ground truth, three trained users that classified for three times each image series manually evaluated images.
The image acquisition was done using a digital Cannon EOS 400D camera with a resolution of 3888x2592 and two spotlights of 500W. Figure 6 show the random pattern applied to the bars. Table 2 shows the computation time spent by each algorithm. The RP-PSO is in middle of SES and ARPS algorithm in terms of computation time but as we will see later RP-PSO achieves better measurements than ARPS algorithm. In all the comparative figures, the yellow spots represent the mean of our ground truth that is represented on a box plot. Figure 7 shows the results for the Plexiglass with block sizes of 32x32, 64x64 and 128x128 pixels. The poor results obtained with the 32x32 block size show that this size insufficient for our experimental conditions. With blocks of 64x64 pixels the SES algorithm is better than RP-PSO but its computation time is the worst. The ARPS algorithm diverges from our ground truth in the second part of the experiment. All the three algorithms obtain the best results with blocks of 128x128 pixels.
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Conclusions
In this paper we used three different image processing algorithms for the measurement of displacement measurements in civil engineering load tests. To test the algorithms two experiences were carried out using different beam materials: concrete and Plexiglass. The random pattern superimposed on the Plexiglass revealed easier to analyse and more appropriate for image processing due to its smaller size. All the algorithms shown acceptable accuracy results when compared with the LVDT sensors and with the ground truth obtained from three different trained users. The new algorithm proposed (RP-PSO), a mix between ARPS and PSO, shows less dependency on the block size used on the image analysis and a higher dynamics that facilitates the tracking of the blocks when abrupt displacements occurs. The inconvenience of RP-PSO is a slightly higher computational time that is compensated by the best results achieved. The efficiency of all the algorithms is dependent on several factors such as the speckle pattern, the block size, the search parameters, the image resolution and the time between images. However, as we show in this study, it is not difficult to find a good compromise on these values that enables good results. The comparison of the image processing algorithms with the ground truth obtained from the trained users is relevant since the LVDT sensors also have a considerable error.
The main advantages of the image processing techniques are the easy to setup and inexpensive equipment required and the production of a displacement map that shows how the material reacts to the stress that is imposed during the experiment. Due to the unpredictable behaviour of the beam structure, the large area covered by the images also guarantees the analyses of the all beam that is extremely difficult or even impossible to do with traditional sensors. Moreover, the image documentation also allows the detailed analysis of small areas of interest with greater detail even after the experiment is complete.
The automatic analysis of the images time series is an important factor for the adoption of this technology in this area. The proposed RP-PSO algorithm demonstrates it to be adequate for this proposal showing advantages over the alternative approaches.
